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Omak Tour — A Pegasus Family Reunion by Peter Trogdon
There was lots to love about this year’s Omak Tour. As a first timer with Pegasus, I was most impressed with the spirit of
comradery and friendship of the group. Many of the participants have cycled with Pegasus multiple times so this tour was
more like a family reunion than anything else. I really appreciated how inclusive the group was with me as a newcomer.
Their willingness to help each other combined with their high level of cycling skill made this trip a joy for me.
I learned that Ralph and Carol are celebrating their 49th anniversary
this year and that this Omak tour was Carol’s idea many years ago.
Unfortunately, I didn’t get to meet Carol this time around, but everyone
told me that she is instrumental in the success of Pegasus. Here is
Ralph and Carol on their wedding day!
Of course, no matter how organized a bike tour is there are always
some unanticipated turn of events. For instance this year who could
have foreseen that a mother badger and cubs would cross the road to
Disautel Pass at the very time Larry rode by. Larry is recovering emotionally from the attack of mother badger as she defended her cubs.
Todd rode his bike over a rattlesnake in the road, avoiding a near
death experience.
Several people swore they saw a huge Sasquatch standing in the
shadows of a barn. There were even some photos were taken of
the big guy.
Deer were a common road hazard, and Heidi encountered a cow on
the open road.
Besides these unexpected encounters with wildlife, the rest of the
trip was perfect. Amazing weather, incredible scenery and roads,
challenging cycling. But most of all it was the people that made this
tour stand apart from other tours in my book. It was a family reunion
even though it was my first time.
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Eastern Washington Tour by Gary Prince
One of the oldest Pegasus Tours is the Eastern Washington Tour originating in Chelan. Although it may be old, it’s one of the
best tours around. Ralph Nussbaum, and his crack team of Kathleen, Mayoma, and Ed put together an exciting and fun filled
four day trip through scenic Eastern Washington. We danced, we drank milkshakes, beer and coffee (but not at the same time),
gave passing thought to visiting the pot shop, and rode our bike up and down a heck of a lot of hills.
We had 33 riders for this voyage through some of the best scenery Washington has to offer. Starting from Lake Chelan, we descended in the drizzle to the mighty Columbia River for a quick trip up to the Methow River where we headed up to our first major challenge Loup Loup pass. At over 4000 feet the climb woke up everyone who thought they might train later. But everyone
made it down the other side into the overnight in Omak and the comforts of a great motel. As per usual, Ralph gave us our briefing for the next days challenges. Here we would head over to Tonasket and up and over Wauconda Pass. The Post Office was
open and I managed to snag some stamps and a great lunch put on by the crew. Then riders had to decide whether they wanted to take the short, but uphill, route to Republic or the long but downhill route to Republic. Choosing the long route meant a
milkshake and an added bonus of an hour or more of riding in the rain. But all was forgotten with great beer and dancing at the
Republic Brewing Company. Some had too many but still managed to show up for the morning feast at the hotel. From here it
was easy sailing down to the lunch stop then the steep climb up Manila Hill — with grades over 9% — but it was mercifully
short. A rapid descent brought us to the largest concrete structure on the planet, Grand Coulee Dam. Some opted for the history, some for a nap. Then off to dinner and fun for all. The final day was a climb up to the wheat fields and the Columbia Plateau. Here yellow flowers (canola) and wheat were in abundance. Lunch at Mansfield left us all full to the brim and ready to let
gravity take us down McNeil Canyon, then one final climb back to our cars.

Since we had many realtors on the trip, we were constantly on the lookout for fixers uppers. We found quite a few and perhaps
next year we can purchase one
So although this trip is vintage, it’s a fabulous and scenic trip to Eastern Washington with a great crew of riders and support.
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International Tour Registration Open August 23—September 1

As we get ready to depart on Tuesday for Europe for our three 2019 International Tours, it’s time to announce our initial registration period for the 2020 International Tours. As you have read previously in the Bike Flyer, we will be hosting two tours next
summer. The first is a fixed-based tour in Ronda in the Andalusian hills of Spain in the southeast corner of Spain along the
Me-diterranean. This 10 day tour includes a bus trip to Granada and then ends along the Mediterranean in Malaga. See all
the details at Andalusia.
Our second 2020 tour is in Italy and runs from June 20-July 4. We are calling this a hybrid tour as it starts as a classic point to
point riding tour for the first week where we ride from the Bolzano in the foothills of the Dolomites to Mantua. From there it
becomes a bike and barge tour as we follow the Mincio and Po Rivers and canals to Venice. This will undoubtedly be a tour of
lifetime. Check it out at Venice. Both tours will be limited to 20 participants so you don’t want to miss this initial registration
period.
As per usual a lottery, if necessary, will be held after September 1st for those tours where the number of registrants exceeds
the number of spots available. There is no rush to register right away on August 23rd but you do want to be registered by
September 1st to be eligible for the lottery.

PSA - Insurance for E-Bikes
More and more of us are turning to eBikes in order to continue to enjoy and extend our cycling possibilities. Carol has joined
that trend and is really enjoying her eBike. It came as a rude surprise to learn that although our bicycles are covered for damage, theft and even liability by most homeowners policies, eBikes are not! They are considered a motorized vehicle and like
golf carts, riding lawnmowers, etc. are excluded from most homeowner policies. They also aren't covered under our automobile insurance or even an umbrella policy. So if you want to protect yourself and your eBike please check with your insurance
agent. They will most likely advise the purchase of an additional policy similar to scooter or motorcycle coverage. We did
some research and found that Safeco, for one, has a stand-alone eBike policy for less than $250. Other insurance companies
are now offering these policies as well - possibly with higher liability limits and different deductible levels.

2019 PEGASUS BIKE TOURS SCHEDULE
DATES

TOUR

LOCATION

LEVEL

STATUS

April 6– April 14

Central California Tour

San Luis Obispo, CA

Intermediate/Adv

Completed

May 2—May 6

4-Day Omak Hill Country

Omak, WA

Intermediate/Adv

Completed

May 16-May 20

4-Day Eastern Washington

Chelan, WA

Intermediate/Adv

Completed

June 8–June 22

Bruges-Paris Bike & Barge

Bruges, BE

Easy/Intermediate

Closed

June 29-July 6

Amsterdam-Maastricht Bike & Barge

Amsterdam, NL

Easy

Closed

July 6-July 17

Maastricht-Luxemburg Ardennes Tour

Maastricht, NL

Intermediate/Adv

Closed

August 17-25

Central Idaho Tour

Ketchum, ID

Intermediate/Adv

Wait List

Sept. 6-15

Western Colorado Tour

Grand Junction, CO

Intermediate/Adv

Open
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